











1. CAWSES II One-Day Workshop "CME/ICME and Solar Wind"
4? 13? (????? STE?)
2. ?????????
6? 30?{7? 1? (?????)











2a. "MHD and Kinetic Processes in Laboratory, Space and Astrophysical Plasma "
{Summer School {
5? 30?{6? 4? (KIAA, Peking University)
SOC (?? ??)
2b. "MHD and Kinetic Processes in Laboratory, Space and Astrophysical Plasma "
{ Workshop {
6? 6?{9? (KIAA, Peking University)
SOC (?? ??)
3. MF III, Third Meeting on "Magnetic Fields in the Universe:
From laboratory and stars to primordial structures"
8? 21?{27? (Zakopane, Poland)
SOC (?? ??)
4. The KAS-ASJ Joint Sessions on Solar-terrestrial Environments
in Korean Astronomical Society 2011 Fall Meeting
10? 5?{6? (Jeju Island, Korea)
SOC (?? ??)
5. ??????????? 2011 ??????: ????????????
10? 27? (????????)
???? (?? ?)
6. GCOE symposium Nonequilibrium Dynamics in Astrophysics and Material Science
10? 31?{11? 3? (Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto Univ)
???? (?? ????? ??)
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1. ?????COE????????? ????????: ?? ??
2. ?????COE???????????????: ?? ???
3. ??? ??????? ??: ?? ??
4. ??? ?????????? ??: ?? ??
5. ??? ????? ??: ?? ???
6. ??? ???????? ??: ?? ??
7. ??? ???????? ??: ?? ?
8. ????? ???????????? ??: ?? ??
9. ??? Web?????? ??: ?? ?
??
1. ?????? ???????????? ??: ?? ??
2. ???? ?????? ???????????? ?? (????): ?? ??
3. ????? ????????????? ??: ?? ?
4. ????? ?????????????? ???? ??: ?? ??
5. ????? ????????????? ???????????????? ??:
?? ???? ?
6. ????? ??????? ??: ?? ?
7. PASJ????? ????: ?? ????? ??
8. ????? ????????? ???????? ??: ?? ??
9. ????? ????????? ????????? ??: ?? ?
10. ???? ???????????????? ????? ??: ?? ??
11. IAU comission 49 Interplanetary plasma and heliosphere, organizing committee:
?? ??
12. SCOSTEP/CAWSES II, task group leader: ?? ??
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